Formation of environmentally persistent free radicals from the heterogeneous reaction of ozone and polycyclic aromatic compounds
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In the 1980s long-lived radical species were identified in cigarette tar. Since then, environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFRs) have been observed in ambient particulate matter, and have been generated in particulate matter generated from internal combustion engines. For the first time, we measure in situ the formation and decay of EPFRs through the heterogeneous reaction of ozone and several polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAC). Solid anthracene (ANT), pyrene (PY), benzo[a]pyrene (BAP), benzo[ghi]perylene (BGHIP), 1,4-naphthoquinone (1,4NQ), and 9,10-anthraquinone (AQ) were reacted with gas-phase ozone in a flow system placed in the active cavity of an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometer, and the formation of radicals was measured on the timescale of tens of minutes at ambient levels of ozone down to 30 ppb. For most substrates the net radical production is initially rapid, slows at intermediate times, and is followed by a slow decay. For oxidized solid BAP, radical signal persists for many days in the absence of ozone. To evaluate the effect of substrate phase, the solid PAHs were also dissolved in squalane, an organic oil inert to ozone, which yielded a much higher maximum radical concentration and faster radical decay when exposed to ozone. With higher mobility, reactants were apparently able to more easily diffuse and react with each other, yielding the higher radical concentrations. The EPR spectra exhibit three radicals types, two of which have been assigned to semiquinone species and one to a PAH-derived, carbon-centered radical. Although our system uses levels of PAC not typically found in the environment it is worth noting that the amounts of radical formed, on the order of $10^{18}$ radicals per g, are comparable to those observed in ambient particulate matter.

Introduction

Due to the negative impacts to human health posed by particulate matter (PM),¹–³ much research has been done in trying to identify the chemical culprits of this toxicity. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are frequently found in ambient PM and have been shown to have toxic and mutagenic effects, as have their oxygenated derivatives.⁴–⁶ PAH plus their oxygenated derivatives will be referred to as polycyclic aromatic compounds, PAC, henceforth in this work. Long-lived radicals, termed environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFRs), have also been observed in PM⁷ and their ability to catalytically generate reactive oxygen species (ROS)⁸,⁹ in the human body enables the induction of oxidative stress.

EPFRs were first detected in cigarette tar, and identified to be primarily semiquinone in nature.¹⁰ Additionally, EPFRs have been generated on transition metal-doped particles in post flame and cool zone regions of combustion systems, and have also been identified as being primarily semiquinone.¹¹,¹² These formation mechanisms are believed to rely on thermally-driven processes occurring in the combustion system. This work seeks to determine if EPFRs may also be formed under atmospherically relevant conditions via heterogeneous oxidation mechanisms.

PAH are commonly found within PM and can react heterogeneously with ozone¹³–¹⁸ to produce a variety of oxygenated functional groups including quinones and diol PAC¹⁹,²⁰ In previous work done in our laboratory on soot particles, and PAH-coated soot particles, it was found that ozone exposure led to the decay of soot PACs with two general trends, an initial fast decay followed by a secondary slower decay, resulting in increased redox activity of the particles. The increased redox activity was attributed to an increase of surface bound quinone-like structures, formed from PAH and graphitic carbon reacting with ozone.²⁴ Quinones are well known electron shuttles, with more chemically reduced hydroquinones formed under
reducing conditions and semiquinone radicals acting as intermediates (Fig. 1). A mixture of quinones, hydroquinones, and long-lived semiquinone radicals present on the surface would indeed enhance the redox cycling ability of primarily hydrocarbon and elemental carbon particles, though the semiquinone radical has yet to be observed in such systems.

It has been shown in work done by Shiraiwa et al. that in the heterogeneous reaction of PAH and ozone reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI), with life times on the order of 100 seconds, may be formed on the path to final oxygenated PAC products. It is possible that these ROI have radical character. In the same work by Shiraiwa et al. it is shown that NO₂ uptake is enhanced in particles generated by the protein bovine serum albumin when they are pretreated with ozone. This enhanced uptake is indirectly attributed to the formation of long-lived ROI radicals on aromatic amino acids in later work by Shiraiwa et al.

We seek to answer several questions in this study. Does the heterogeneous reaction of solid PAH and gas-phase ozone proceed through an EPFR intermediate? Is the formation of EPFRs exclusive to the reaction of ozone with PAH, or may other PAC also form EPFRs under atmospherically relevant conditions? Furthermore, if EPFRs form in this system how long lived are they, and how does the phase of PAH effect their behaviour? Finally, if long-lived EPFRs form on PAH is their longevity affected by the presence of other radicals, such as NO₂? To answer these questions an experimental system was developed to carry out the reaction of PAH with ozone while simultaneously monitoring for radical formation.

**Experimental**

To measure radical production in real time a system was designed such that solid or dissolved PAC may react with gas-phase species within the active cavity of an electron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer (EPR). In solid-phase experiments, 1–2 mg of PAC were dissolved in 1 mL dichloromethane and the entire solution was transferred to a 10 mm outer diameter pyrex EPR tube from Wilmad. The solution was evaporated under a constant flow of nitrogen so that PAC were coated on the bottom two centimetres of the inside walls of the EPR tube. Dissolved-phase PAC substrates were prepared using the same method, but with squalane mixed into the dichloromethane–PAC solution at a 1 : 1 ratio by mass with the PAC. Squalane was chosen to solvate PAC because it is inert to ozone and sufficiently viscous at room temperature to stick to the walls of a glass EPR tube.

The coated EPR tube was connected to a flow system (see Fig. 2) using Teflon Swagelock fittings and an o-ring to ensure a tight seal. Gaseous species were introduced to the EPR tube via 1/8 inch Teflon tubing at a flow rate of 1.8 slpm of carrier gas. The 1/8 inch tubing ran through 1/4 inch Teflon tubing so that the PAC were exposed to a constant flow of ‘fresh’ gas; the residence time of gases in the tube was less than a second. After reaction, all excess ozone and any gas-phase products continued to flow out of the system to an ozone monitor (Thermo model 49c) and to an exhaust line. Ozone was generated by a home-built generator in which high purity air or pure oxygen flowed through a Pyrex glass tube and was irradiated by ultraviolet light from a mercury pen-ray lamp (UVP Inc.). All reactions were carried out at room temperature using nominally 100 ± 10 ppb ozone, except for experiments investigating the effect of ozone mixing ratio on radical production. In those experiments, ozone mixing ratios of approximately 30 ± 10 ppb and 900 ± 20 ppb were used.

In experiments investigating the effects of gas-phase NO₂ on PAC EPFR the same flow system was used, with the addition of a valve allowing NO₂ and inert carrier gas to flow over the PAC after ozone exposure. The NO₂ was supplied from...
a 2000 ppm NO₂ cylinder and diluted in inert carrier gas to approximately 2 ppm.

A method was developed for quantification of radical numbers formed based on Singer’s work. In particular, spectra were collected in the presence of a ruby sphere (Alfa Aesar, 0.5 mm diameter, grade 25). This was used as a secondary standard because typical primary standards utilize organic radicals, whose signal overlaps with our signal of interest. Ruby has three EPR signals, all of which do not overlap with our signal of interest. The ruby radical content was first calibrated to a known amount of DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl), a stable organic radical whose lone EPR signal directly overlaps with our signals of interest. The ruby was then placed in the ruby well on the Teflon sample holder, and used to calibrate the number of radicals formed during the PAC–ozone reaction. This method is convenient because it allows us to monitor instrumental drift, and to calibrate the g-factor as well as the absolute number of radicals formed. In these experiments DPPH was coated over the bottom 2 cm of an EPR tube using the same method used during PAC sample preparation in order to ensure similar instrument response between the calibration and different experiments. The amount of DPPH used in the calibration experiments was selected so that the number of radicals present would be on the same order as the number formed during the PAC–O₃ reaction because single point calibrations were performed to quantify the amount of radicals formed and to ensure that the EPR would respond similarly to both the DPPH standard and PAC radicals formed during the experiment.

All EPR measurements were performed at room temperature using a Bruker ECS-EMX X-band EPR spectrometer equipped with an ER4119HS cavity. Typical operating parameters were as follows: microwave frequency 9.61 GHz, microwave power 54 mW, modulation amplitude 4 G, sweep width 205 G, time constant 0.01 ms, total sweep time 120 s. Quantification experiments were run under the same conditions except the sweep width was increased to 3301 G.

Spectra were acquired in ‘Field Delay’ mode. In this mode, spectra were acquired as subsequent slices utilizing the following parameters: four 30 s scans were averaged together, followed by a time delay which was typically 60 s for a total acquisition time of 180 s per slice. During the first slice of each experiment PAC were exposed to air only. The ozone generator was then turned on, and ozone exposure began during the delay time after the first spectrum was collected. By double integrating the peak area of the radical signal (Fig. 3) the radical growth relative to initial conditions may be determined. The absolute number of radicals formed may be obtained when spectra are acquired in the presence of a reference standard (ruby).

Anthracene (ANT), pyrene (PY), benzo[ghi]perylene (BGHIP), 9,10-anthraquinone (AQ), and 1,4-naphthoquinone (1,4NQ) were all reacted with ozone (Table 1). Synthetic air (grade 0.1), used to generate ozone, as well as nitrogen (grade 5.0) used to flush over the sample were obtained from Linde. In some experiments pure oxygen (grade 2.6) was used to generate ozone instead of air.

Results and discussion

Radical growth was observed for all solid PAC studied except PY, with an initial fast radical growth step which typically lasted for the first 10–20 minutes of ozone exposure (see Fig. 4a). This may be attributed to the reaction of ozone with molecules on the surface of the deposited PAC. With the exception of BAP, there was radical decay after the initial fast production for all PAC (Fig. 4a) with the decay much slower than the fast initial growth. For BAP, after the initial fast radical growth there was a second slower radical growth regime (see Fig. 5). It is possible that after all the available surface PAC have reacted with ozone any further radical production is limited by the diffusion of ‘fresh’ PAC from the bulk to the surface, allowing for the reaction of additional PAC with ozone. This is a manifestation

![Fig. 3](image-url) The EPR signals from the reactions of solid and dissolved BAP and solid AQ with ozone. Solid benzo[ghi]perylene (BAP, blue trace) radicals form a single, broad unstructured peak; solid anthraquinone (AQ, green trace) radicals form two peaks, and dissolved BAP (red trace) radicals form three separate peaks. The signal from solid BAP displayed is from approximately 12 hours of ozone exposure, the signal from solid AQ is from about 20 minutes of ozone exposure, and the signal from dissolved BAP is from 30 minutes of ozone exposure. An ozone mixing ratio of 100 ppb was used in each reaction. The AQ two peak signal is representative of all solid PAC studied other than BAP.
loss processes to occur more efficiently, without the hindrance of concentration. The increased mobility also allows for radical species present may have a higher stability than the other PAC, thus leading to the net radical gain after the first initial production. In work done by Antin˜olo et al. in which the decay of particle-bound PAH was measured, a similar pattern of fast initial decay followed by a secondary slower decay was observed, and the behaviour was attributed to an initial surface reaction followed by a diffusion limited reaction. 24 Our results are analogous with these findings.

To investigate the effect of the PAC phase on radical behaviour, the PAC were mixed with squalane at a 1 : 1 ratio by mass and were oxidized by ozone. In the dissolved-phase experiments radical growth was seen in all PAC studied, including PY (unlike in the solid phase experiments). The initial fast radical production step is still present, but a much higher total radical concentration is reached. Additionally, radical decay is enhanced with all PAC, except ANT, when dissolved. The squalane allows for better mobility of both PAC and ozone, on the surface and potentially in the bulk, thus leading to the higher total radical concentration. The increased mobility also allows for radical loss processes to occur more efficiently, without the hindrance arising of radicals locked into a solid matrix. Possible loss processes include dimerization26 of radical PAC or termination reactions with other radicals.

It should be mentioned that the apparent morphology of the deposited PAC had an important effect on radical behaviour. Most PAC, with the exception of PY and to some degree 1,4NQ, appeared amorphous. PY and 1,4NQ appeared to have both amorphous and crystalline morphologies. It is possible that the increased rigidity of a crystalline structure inhibits the formation of radicals. Additionally, ANT mixed poorly with squalane, and as a result ANT’s reactivity is similar between solid and dissolved phase experiments. It is clear that the phase and morphology to the PAC plays an important role in EPFR formation and behaviour.

When dissolved, the EPR signal changes from one peak in the case of solid BAP or two peaks in the case of the rest of the PAC, to 3 peaks (Fig. 3). The conventional interpretation of the triple peak pattern is a coupling of the radical to a nitrogen nucleus;29 however, there is no reactive nitrogen in the system. To rule out the possibility of any reactive nitrogen species being generated or somehow entering the system, several additional experiments were conducted. First, a NOx monitor (Thermo model 42I) was connected downstream from the ozone generator to determine if any NOx was being generated, and it was found that NOx was below the detection limit (0.4 ppb). The possibility exists that NOx is being generated below the detection limit of the monitor, so an experiment (results not shown) was run using pure oxygen to generate ozone instead of pure air, which has a substantial amount of N2. There was no significant difference between BAP experiments using either pure oxygen or pure air to generate ozone. Taken together, the spectrum in Fig. 3 indicates 3 radical species being formed in the dissolved-phase experiments. The EPR signals observed for solid PAC are likely an unresolved superposition of multiple radical signals.

Multiple long-lived organic radical species have been observed previously, for instance in cigarette tar10,30 and in Fe2(III)O3-doped combustion generated particles.12 In their work on cigarette tar, Pryor and his colleagues postulate that the long-lived paramagnetism is due to the formation of low molecular weight quinone–semiquinone–hydroquinone polymers, and that rapid interconversion between the species by hydrogen atom exchange gives rise to a single, broad, unstructured peak.10 Our work here is consistent with this concept. In a solid matrix such a polymer may or may not be formed, but in either case hydrogen atom exchange may occur thus causing the observed single, broad, unstructured peak. When in a dissolved matrix molecules are more mobile and are not locked in place with respect to each other. It is possible that in this dissolved phase, the hydrogen atom exchange is inhibited and three separate peaks are resolved.

The g-factor of a radical is a property of an electron in a specific environment (analogous to the chemical shift of a nucleus in NMR spectroscopy). Organic radicals typically have g-factors ranging from 1.99–2.01, with carbon centred radicals’ g-factor < 2.003, and oxygen centred radicals’ g-factor > 2.004.11 The presence of other nuclei can shift the g-factor: oxygen or halogens increase the g-factor. Knowing this, we attribute the
radical with a $g$-factor of 2.0006 to a carbon centred PAH radical. The radical with a $g$-factor of 2.0056 may be attributed to an oxygen centred semiquinone radical. Organic radicals with $g$-factors $>2.01$ have been observed previously in the presence of halogenated solvents. Experiments were prepared using dichloromethane, so to rule out the possibility of trapped radicals...

Fig. 4 Peak area of radical signal is plotted vs. reaction time. Each data point is obtained from the double integration of a single slice. Ozone exposure began after time zero and remained for the duration of the experiments. Polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAC) began with no radical character and radical growth was only observed after ozone exposure began. Panel A presents data for the reaction of ozone with solid PAC and Panel B is the reaction of ozone with PAC dissolved in squalane. Fits are included to guide the eye only. Note the different $Y$-axis ranges.

Fig. 5 Radical formation over the course of 65 hours from the reaction of solid benzo[a]pyrene (BAP) and ozone. Ozone exposure began after the slice at time = 0 hours and spectra were acquired every 3 minutes. Ozone exposure ended after 5 hours and at that point the system was flushed with pure air, and subsequent spectra were acquired every 20 minutes. These data were fit with a double exponential function (red trace) to help guide the eye.
solvent interacting with the radicals, an experiment was performed (results not shown) using benzene as a solvent, thus removing any chance of halogens entering the system, and no differences were found between experiments with different solvents. Therefore the radical with a g-factor of 2.0116 is likely also an oxygen centred radical on highly oxidized PAC (Table 2).

To gain information on the longevity of the EPFRs an experiment was conducted in which solid BAP was exposed to ozone for 5 hours and then flushed with pure air and allowed to sit over the course of a weekend while acquiring spectra (Fig. 5). Again, an initial fast radical growth was observed, and the second slower growth regime was present. After ozone exposure ended a small amount of radical growth was measured, but over the course of the weekend that radical growth stopped and the radical signal became steady. This indicates that under the right conditions PAC EPFRs formed heterogeneously may persist for an extended period of time, possibly indefinitely. The lifetime of EPFRs could be comparable to, or even longer than the lifetime of PM in the environment (typically several days to a few weeks).

Quantification of the radical signal through the use of a ruby as a secondary standard was performed in duplicate for the reaction of BAP mixed in squalane at an ozone mixing ratio of 100 ppb. It was found that the maximum concentration of radicals formed was very high, between 0.7–2.1 × 10¹⁸ radicals per g. To put this in perspective, assuming the radicals formed in the BAP experiments have a molecular weight of roughly 300 Da (i.e. a few oxygen atoms have been added to the BAP molecular backbone), this indicates that a lower limit to the molar yield for radical production in the reaction is 0.04–0.1%. That is, for every mole of parent PAC approximately 0.04–0.1% forms an EPFR. This is a lower limit given that radical decay is occurring at the same time as radical formation. To place this in context, we note that this value of radical content is indicative of Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetics. The rate constants may also be determined, but because there are many factors affecting the decay behaviour (simultaneous radical formation, uptake of ozone, diffusion of ozone and PAC, radical dimerization, other radical loss processes, secondary reactions of ozone) assigning a physical meaning to this decay constant is very difficult. Qualitatively speaking, the decay in the 900 ppb experiment occurs at roughly twice the rate during the 100 ppb experiment, probably because of faster radical–radical loss processes.

Finally, the effect of NO₂ on PAC EPFR behaviour was investigated (Fig. 7) by reacting BAP in squalane first with ozone, and then with NO₂. As soon as NO₂ exposure began, radical loss was greatly enhanced (red plusses). This is an indication that NO₂ radicals react efficiently with the PAC and semiquinone radicals, thus forming closed-shell products and eliminating radical character in the dissolved-phase PAC. In the absence of gas-phase radicals (blue squares) the EPFR signal persists much longer though still shows radical loss. As mentioned in the Introduction, the presence of an ROI formed when ozone is exposed to PAHs or albumin protein was inferred by Shiraiba et al., who showed that NO₂ uptake was enhanced after earlier ozone exposure. While these earlier experiments are suggestive of radical character for the ROI,

### Table 2 Radicals g-factors, assignments, and percent of total population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>g-Factor</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>% of radical population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAP in squalane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad 1</td>
<td>2.0116</td>
<td>Semiquinone</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad 2</td>
<td>2.0056</td>
<td>Semiquinone</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad 3</td>
<td>2.0006</td>
<td>PAH</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid BAP</td>
<td>2.0036</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radicals form faster at higher ozone mixing ratios, and reach higher instantaneous concentrations. This is because radical loss processes occur slower than radical formation. If we assume that the reaction of PAH and ozone proceeds through a Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism (ozone first must sorb to the surface before reaction may occur, and therefore a finite number of sorption sites must exist), of which there is ample evidence, then the interpretation of the above data becomes clear. At higher ozone concentrations surface sites are occupied quickly and the formation of radicals is fastest, and unreacted PAH are consumed most quickly. Formation quickly slows because of lack of unreacted PAH, and net radical decay is observed. At lower ozone concentrations surface sites are not filled as quickly, and radical production occurs at a steadier rate that decreases as unreacted PAH dwindle.

If the data in Fig. 6 is broken into two regimes, a formation and a decay regime (though during either regime both formation and decay would be taking place), rate constants may be determined for each regime. The formation regime is defined as the time at which ozone exposure begins until the time net formation of radicals ends. Ozone exposure begins directly after time zero and net radical formation typically ends after 10–20 minutes of exposure. The rate constants (±one standard deviation) in the formation regime for experiments using 900 ppb O₃, 100 ppb O₃, and 30 ppb O₃ are 0.085 ± 0.014 s⁻¹, 0.040 ± 0.003 s⁻¹, and 0.011 ± 0.001 s⁻¹ respectively. The rate constant increases linearly between the 30 ppb and 100 ppb experiments with respect to O₃ mixing ratio, but does not increase linearly between the 100 ppb and 900 ppb ozone mixing ratio. This indicates that at some O₃ mixing ratio between 100 ppb and 900 ppb saturation behaviour is reached i.e. all available adsorption sites are occupied by O₃, which is indicative of Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetics. The rate constants in the decay regime may also be determined, but because there are many factors affecting the decay behaviour (simultaneous radical formation, uptake of ozone, diffusion of ozone and PAC, radical dimerization, other radical loss processes, secondary reactions of ozone) assigning a physical meaning to this decay constant is very difficult. Qualitatively speaking, the decay in the 900 ppb experiment occurs at roughly twice the rate during the 100 ppb experiment, probably because of faster radical–radical loss processes.

Finally, the effect of NO₂ on PAC EPFR behaviour was investigated (Fig. 7) by reacting BAP in squalane first with ozone, and then with NO₂. As soon as NO₂ exposure began, radical loss was greatly enhanced (red plusses). This is an indication that NO₂ radicals react efficiently with the PAC and semiquinone radicals, thus forming closed-shell products and eliminating radical character in the dissolved-phase PAC. In the absence of gas-phase radicals (blue squares) the EPFR signal persists much longer though still shows radical loss. As mentioned in the Introduction, the presence of an ROI formed when ozone is exposed to PAHs or albumin protein was inferred by Shiraiba et al., who showed that NO₂ uptake was enhanced after earlier ozone exposure. While these earlier experiments are suggestive of radical character for the ROI,
our observations directly demonstrate that some or all of the ROI formed during PAH heterogeneous oxidation have radical character.

We note that coordination of PAC to transition metals is described in the literature as a factor leading to enhanced stability of EPFRs. While our system did not have any transition metals added, it will be interesting to determine whether the presence of transition metal ions would alter any of the conclusions reached in this work.

**Conclusions**

EPFRs form from the heterogeneous reaction of PAH and quinones with atmospherically relevant levels of gas-phase ozone. Radicals are initially formed rapidly, which is attributed to the reaction of surficial PAC. After the initial rapid radical formation a slow radical decay was observed in the case of most PAC (BAP being the sole exception), likely due to radical–radical recombination processes. The longevity of PAC-derived EPFRs was investigated, and it was demonstrated that the radicals may persist for extended periods of time, comparable to the lifetime of PM for solid substrates. One mechanism to shorten the lifetime of the EPFRs is exposure to other radical species, in this case demonstrated NO2. The experiments were performed with ppm NO2 mixing ratios which are much higher than those experienced in ambient settings. Further experiments with other potential deactivating species, such as NO, HO2 and RO2 radicals, as well as with lower mixing ratios of NO2 will better evaluate the lifetime of these species under ambient conditions.

When dissolved in a liquid oil the increased mobility of PAC allowed for a significantly higher maximum radical concentration to be achieved, 0.7–2.1 $\times 10^{18}$ in the case of BAP. This represents at least 0.04–0.1% molar yield, indicating a high conversion of reactants to long-lived radical intermediates. As well, this quantity is similar to that observed in ambient particulate matter.7 Dissolved-phase experiments revealed that
three different radical structures form, two likely semiquinone in nature and the third a carbon-centered, PAH-based species. As well, the rate of radical loss was also increased with dissolved reactants relative to solids, likely arising from faster self-reaction of radical species.

Given that EPFRs have been identified in ambient PM and in combustion sources, the question now arises as to whether this radical signal all arises from PAC-derived EPFRs. As well, the balance between primary, combustion-derived sources and radical signal all arises from PAC-derived EPFRs. As well, the rate of radical loss was also increased with dissolved reactants relative to solids, likely arising from faster self-reaction of radical species.
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